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Abstract: Given its uniformly high expression on plasma cells, CD38 has been considered as a
therapeutic target in patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). Herein, we investigate the
distribution of CD38 expression by peripheral blood leukocyte lineages to evaluate the potential
therapeutic effect of CD38-targeting antibodies on these immune cell subsets and to delineate the use
of CD38 as a biomarker in SLE. We analyzed the expression of CD38 on peripheral blood leukocyte
subsets by flow and mass cytometry in two different cohorts, comprising a total of 56 SLE patients.
The CD38 expression levels were subsequently correlated across immune cell lineages and subsets,
and with clinical and serologic disease parameters of SLE. Compared to healthy controls (HC), CD38
expression levels in SLE were significantly increased on circulating plasmacytoid dendritic cells,
CD14++CD16+ monocytes, CD56+ CD16dim natural killer cells, marginal zone-like IgD+CD27+ B
cells, and on CD4+ and CD8+ memory T cells. Correlation analyses revealed coordinated CD38
expression between individual innate and memory T cell subsets in SLE but not HC. However, CD38
expression levels were heterogeneous across patients, and no correlation was found between CD38
expression on immune cell subsets and the disease activity index SLEDAI-2K or established serologic
and immunological markers of disease activity. In conclusion, we identified widespread changes
in CD38 expression on SLE immune cells that highly correlated over different leukocyte subsets
within individual patients, but was heterogenous within the population of SLE patients, regardless
of disease severity or clinical manifestations. As anti-CD38 treatment is being investigated in SLE,
our results may have important implications for the personalized targeting of pathogenic leukocytes
by anti-CD38 monoclonal antibodies.

Keywords: CD38; SLE; immune profiling

1. Introduction

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a chronic autoimmune disease characterized
by immune responses against nuclear antigens. The immunopathogenesis of the disease is
complex and involves genetic, environmental, hormonal, epigenetic, and immunoregula-
tory factors that may act either sequentially or simultaneously on the immune system [1]. It
is assumed that a defect in the clearance of apoptotic cells with accumulation of undigested
apoptotic remnants may provoke the first hit in the break of self-tolerance by activating
otherwise quiescent autoreactive lymphocytes. The presence of extracellular DNA addi-
tionally stimulates plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDC) via Toll-like receptors, resulting in
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the production of type I interferons (IFN-I), some of the hallmark cytokines in SLE [1–3].
Persistently activated IFN-I signaling pathways, mimicking sustained anti-virus responses,
may contribute to SLE pathogenesis by amplifying antigen-specific adaptive autoimmune
responses. Upon receiving T cell help, autoreactive B cells are activated, increase their
specificity towards nuclear antigens during affinity maturation, and differentiate into class-
switched memory B cells and antibody-secreting plasma cells (PC). The newly generated
plasma cell precursors detectable in peripheral blood, so-called plasmablasts (PB), migrate
to the bone marrow and inflamed organs, where they eventually become long-lived once
seeded in dedicated niches and continuously secrete pathogenic autoantibodies for months
or even years, thereby contributing to the chronicity of SLE [4].

Many of the immune cells that contribute to SLE pathogenesis may express the multi-
functional cell-surface protein CD38, either constitutionally or upon stimulation. As an
enzyme, CD38 degrades nicotinamide nucleotides like NAD+ and both synthesizes and
hydrolyzes the second messenger cADPR (cyclic ADP ribose), although the relative contri-
butions of these functions are controversially discussed [5]. While commonly considered an
ectoenzyme, CD38 is also detectable within the nucleus and the mitochondrial membrane
and as a soluble molecule in the blood [5]. At the same time, CD38 also functions as an
activatory receptor on immune cells in the context of cell adhesion, migration, and cytokine
secretion [6]. Calcium influx induced by CD38 ligation is also required for dendritic cells
and neutrophils to follow chemokine gradients into the lymph node and migrate into
inflamed organs [7,8].

Previous studies analyzing the expression of CD38 on leukocytes in SLE indicated
increased CD38 expression on different leukocyte subsets compared to healthy controls,
such as CD4+ and CD8+ memory T cells [9–12] and monocytes [13]. Research in CD38−/−

mice found that CD38 deficiency ameliorated the course of pristane-induced lupus [14].
Because CD38 is expressed constitutively at high levels on human antibody-secreting
plasmablasts and plasma cells and is inducible on several immune cell subsets upon
activation, CD38 has been considered as a potential therapeutic target in autoantibody-
driven diseases such as SLE [15], autoimmune encephalitis [16,17], and autoimmune
hemolysis [18]. We recently treated two patients with refractory, life-threatening SLE
with the anti-CD38 antibody daratumumab, which resulted in substantial clinical and
immunological efficacy [11]. Although the CD38-mediated targeting of plasma cells was
presumably the most important factor for the observed clinical responses, it remains unclear
if and how daratumumab exerts therapeutically relevant effects on other CD38 expressing
immune cell subsets. While there are reports of increased CD38 expression in different
peripheral immune cell subsets in SLE [9,10,12,13,15], a comprehensive analysis of CD38
expression in the immune cell compartment in SLE is lacking.

Here, we report the results of a global expression analysis of CD38 on blood leukocytes
from two cohorts of SLE patients, using mass and flow cytometry, that confirm and expand
previous results, and demonstrate that increased CD38 expression in subsets of innate and
adaptive immune cells is a stable and reproducible feature of SLE, largely independent of
disease phenotype and severity.

2. Results
2.1. Increased CD38 Expression in Major SLE Leukocyte Subsets

To characterize CD38 expression across peripheral blood leukocyte subsets and iden-
tify potential dysregulation of CD38 in SLE, we analyzed leukocytes isolated from cryopre-
served whole blood samples of 20 SLE patients and 20 age- and gender-matched healthy
controls (HC). Patient demographics are shown in Table 1. Cell samples were analyzed by
mass cytometry, using an antibody panel suitable for analyzing the expression of CD38
in major peripheral blood leukocyte subsets (Supplementary Table S1). Data of CD45+

leukocytes were subjected to dimension reduction by opt-SNE [19], and major cell subsets
were annotated according to the expression of lineage-defining cell-surface markers on
the resulting t-SNE map (Figure 1A and Supplementary Figure S1). CD38 expression was
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projected onto the t-SNE maps of concatenated data of SLE or HC samples (Figure 1B).
Highest CD38 expression was found on PB/PC (mean signal intensity HC, 572; SLE, 586),
followed by NK cells (HC, 79; SLE, 132) and basophils (HC, 89; SLE, 119), monocytes
(HC, 38; SLE, 35), and plasmacytoid and myeloid dendritic cells (pDC and mDC) (HC, 30;
SLE, 52, and HC 40; SLE 38, respectively). On average levels, CD38 was absent from or
weakly expressed by most T and B cells, eosinophils, and neutrophils. Based on the mean
CD38 expression of each subset, we found significantly increased CD38 expression in SLE
samples on NK cells, pDC, and CD8+ T cells (1.7-, 1.7-, and 2.5-fold increase, respectively,
Figure 1C). Since subset-specific CD38 expression varied among both SLE patients and HC,
we determined the coefficient of variation (CV) for CD38 expression levels in the leuko-
cyte subsets identified in Figure 1A. Highest CV differences between SLE and HC were
identified for CD8+ T cells (mean CV, HC, 61%; SLE, 131%), B cells (HC, 44%; SLE, 95%),
eosinophils (HC, 41%; SLE 84%), CD4+ T cells (HC, 60%; SLE 94%), and mDC (HC, 35%;
SLE, 68%). In addition, we found evidence of varying CD38 expression on the single-cell
level in almost all leukocytes subsets (Figure 1B,D), prompting us to analyze the variability
of CD38 expression in greater detail.

Table 1. Patient characteristics.

Mass Cytometry Cohort Flow Cytometry Cohort

Healthy Controls SLE
Patients p Value Healthy Controls SLE

Patients p Value

Number 20 20 19 36
Age (median, IQR) 39 (30–46) 39 (30–47) 0.732 28 (24–30) 40 (31–46) 0.001

Sex (n% female) 18 (90.0%) 18 (90.0%) 1.00 11 (57.9%) 33 (91.7%) 0.003
SLEDAI-2K (median, range) – 8 (2–14) – 4.5 (0–14)

Clinically active SLE
(clinical SLEDAI-2K > 0) – 17 (85.0%) – 24 (66.7%)

Serologically active SLE
(serological SLEDAI-2K > 0) – 18 (90%) – 29 (80.6%)

Prednisolone Dose (mg/d;
median, range) – 5.0 (0–20.0) – 5.0 (0–25.0)

Other Immunosuppressive
Medication (n) –

HCQ: 17 (85.0%)
AZA: 4 (20.0%)
MTX: 3 (15.0%)
BEL: 3 (15.0%)
MMF: 1 (5.0%)

–

HCQ: 24
(66.7%)

MMF: 9 (25.0%)
AZA: 9 (25.0%)
CsA: 4 (11.1%)
BEL: 4 (11.1%)
RTX: 3 (8.3%)
UST: 1 (2.8%)

Abbreviations: Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ), Azathioprine (AZA), Methotrexate (MTX), Belimumab (BEL), Mycophenolate Mofetil (MMF),
Ciclosporin A (CsA), Rituximab (RTX), Ustekinumab (UST). Statistical analysis comparing differences in age was performed using the
Mann–Whitney test, sex differences with the chi-square test.

2.2. CD38 Expression by NK Cells and Myeloid Immune Cells Is Associated with an
Activated Phenotype

Based on our initial finding of increased expression of CD38 in SLE NK cells, but
heterogeneous detection of CD38 on NK cells at the single-cell level, we analyzed whether
NK cell CD38 expression levels were associated with other phenotypical features of NK
cells. Among NK cells, high expression of CD38 was associated with increased expression of
CD11c, and CD38++ NK cells comprised most HLA-DR-expressing NK cells in HC and SLE
patients (Supplementary Figure S2). Together, these data suggest that high CD38 expression
could be a feature of activated NK cells, and the increased CD38 expression by NK cells
may indicate enhanced activation of circulating NK cells in SLE. Similar observations were
made for basophils, mDC, pDC, and monocytes. For example, CD38+ mDC co-expressed
Syk, HLA-DR, and CD11c at higher levels, and CD38+ pDC co-expressed increased levels
of Syk and HLA-DR compared to their CD38−/low counterparts (Supplementary Figure S2).
In monocytes, CD38 expression was significantly associated with expression of SIGLEC-1
(p <0.0001), a marker associated with IFN-I activity [3,20].
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Figure 1. Cell type-specific dysregulation of CD38 expression in patients with SLE. Peripheral blood leukocytes from 
20 SLE patients and 20 healthy controls were analyzed by mass cytometry. (A) t-SNE map showing all leukocytes ana-
lyzed in the study (7.6 × 106 cells). Major cell subsets were annotated. Color indicates cell density. (B) CD38 expression 
across major leukocyte subsets in SLE patients and controls. Concatenated data is shown for both groups. (C) Compar-
ison of CD38 expression across major subsets gated in (A). Each dot represents the log2 of mean CD38 signal intensity 
(SI) of the indicated subset of one donor. Red lines indicate median values and interquartile range. * indicate signifi-
cantly different CD38 expression in SLE patients vs. controls revealed by Mann–Whitney testing (* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01) 
(D) Contour plot representation of CD38 expression of the indicated leukocyte subsets. Concatenated data of 20 healthy 
controls are shown. 
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Figure 1. Cell type-specific dysregulation of CD38 expression in patients with SLE. Peripheral blood leukocytes from 20 SLE
patients and 20 healthy controls were analyzed by mass cytometry. (A) t-SNE map showing all leukocytes analyzed in
the study (7.6 × 106 cells). Major cell subsets were annotated. Color indicates cell density. (B) CD38 expression across
major leukocyte subsets in SLE patients and controls. Concatenated data is shown for both groups. (C) Comparison of
CD38 expression across major subsets gated in (A). Each dot represents the log2 of mean CD38 signal intensity (SI) of the
indicated subset of one donor. Red lines indicate median values and interquartile range. * indicate significantly different
CD38 expression in SLE patients vs. controls revealed by Mann–Whitney testing (* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01) (D) Contour plot
representation of CD38 expression of the indicated leukocyte subsets. Concatenated data of 20 healthy controls are shown.

2.3. Increased Expression of CD38 on Distinct Subsets of Peripheral Blood B Cells in SLE

Next, we analyzed the mass cytometry data of CD19+ B cells, including HLA-DRhigh

plasmablasts and HLA-DRlow plasma cells [21], by FlowSOM clustering and subsequent
hierarchical metaclustering, based on markers expressed by B cells and omitting CD38 (Sup-
plementary Table S1). We obtained ten individual B cell clusters, including two IgD+IgM+

naive B cell clusters, IgA+ and IgA− memory B cells, CD11c+ B cells, CD27+IgD+IgM+CD1c+

marginal zone-like B cells, CD27−IgD− B cells, and three clusters of PB/PC distinguished
by differential expression of IgA and HLA-DR (Supplementary Figure S3A,B). Naive B
cell clusters (c1, c3) and clusters comprising PB/PC (c8, c9, c10) were merged for down-
stream analyses (Figure 2A, Supplementary Figure S3A). Confirming our results from the
global analysis, PB/PC showed the highest expression of CD38 among B cells, followed
by naive and memory B cell clusters showing overall lower average expression of CD38
(Figure 2A,B). The lowest mean CD38 expression in the B cell lineage was detected on
CD11c+ B cells, which are linked to chronic inflammation [22,23]. We again tested for
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differences in the expression of CD38 in SLE vs. HC and detected an increased mean
CD38 expression on CD27−/IgD− B cells (2.2-fold increase in SLE) and marginal zone-like
B cells (1.6-fold increase), the latter showing the p value between patients and controls.
Consistently, we detected significantly increased frequencies of CD38hi and CD38int B cells
among marginal zone-like B cells (3.3-fold, p = 0.01 and 2.0-fold, p = 0.003) and of CD38hi

cells among CD27−IgD− B cells (2.6-fold, p = 0.05) in SLE patients, but not among other B
cell clusters (Supplementary Figure S3D,E). Since targeting of PB/PC is one major rationale
for CD38-directed treatment in SLE, we analyzed whether subsets of PB/PC expressed
similar levels of CD38, and hence stratified IgA+ and IgA− PB/PC, and HLA-DRhigh PB
vs. HLA-DRlow PC. In all four subsets, we observed the same trend of increased CD38
expression in SLE patients vs. HC detectable in total PB/PC (Figure 1C), yet not associated
with statistical significance (Supplementary Figure S3E). When SLE and HC samples were
combined, we did, however, find that IgA− PB/PC (that is, IgG+ and IgM+ PB/PC) ex-
pressed higher levels of CD38 compared to their IgA+ counterparts (1.2-fold, p = 0.07) and
that mean CD38 expression levels were higher on HLA-DRhigh PB compared to HLA-DRlow

PC (1.4-fold increase, p = 0.01).
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Figure 2. CD38 expression across B cell subsets in patients with SLE. (A) t-SNE map showing clusters of CD19+ B cells
generated by FlowSOM from the mass cytometry dataset. Clusters comprising naive B cells (green) and PB/PC (blue) were
merged for further analyses (Supplementary Figure S3). (B) CD38 expression across B cells in SLE patients and controls.
Both plots show concatenated data of the respective group. (C) Comparison of CD38 expression across major clusters
as depicted in (A). Each dot represents the log2 of mean CD38 signal intensity (SI) of the indicated subset of one donor.
Red lines indicate medians and interquartile ranges. * indicate significantly different CD38 expression in SLE patients vs.
controls revealed by Mann–Whitney testing (* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01).
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2.4. Circulating CD4+ and CD8+ Memory T Cell Subsets Express Increased Levels of CD38
in SLE

To analyze the CD38 expression pattern and to address potential changes in SLE, we
subjected total CD3+ T cells (merged from all T cell subsets in Figure 1A) to FlowSOM
clustering and subsequent hierarchical metaclustering to obtain fifteen T cell clusters,
comprising five CD4− CD8− T cell clusters, three CD8+ effector memory (EM) subsets, two
CD4+ effector memory clusters and clusters representing naïve CD4+ and CD8+ T cells,
regulatory T cells (Treg), as well as CD4+ and CD8+ central memory (CM) T cells (Figure S4).
CD4− CD8− T cell clusters (c6, c8, c9, c10, c11), CD4+ effector memory clusters (c4, c5),
and CD8+ effector memory subsets (c7, c14) were merged for further analysis (Figure 3A).
Global CD38 expression for concatenated SLE patient and HC data was projected onto a
t-SNE dimension reduction plot (Figure 3B), confirming that CD38 was variably expressed
across individual T cells and T cell clusters. In HC, naïve CD4+ T cells showed higher
average expression of CD38 compared to naïve CD8+ T cells (p < 0.0001, 2.7-fold) and to
CD4+ central and effector memory T cell clusters, respectively (p < 0.001). The same trend
was observed for CD8+ effector memory vs. naïve T cells. Of all T cell subsets analyzed in
this study, Tregs showed the highest average CD38 expression.
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Figure 3. CD38 expression across T cell subsets in patients with SLE. (A) t-SNE map showing T cell clusters obtained
by FlowSOM clustering from the mass cytometry dataset. Major T cell subsets are annotated. Clusters comprising
CD4−CD8−T cells (brown), CD4+ effector memory T cells (blue), and CD8+ effector memory subsets (turquoise) were
merged for downstream analyses (Supplementary Figure S4A). (B) CD38 expression across T cells in SLE patients and
controls. (C) T cell clusters depicted in (A) were analyzed for their CD38 expression. Each dot represents the log2 of
mean CD38 signal intensity (SI) of the indicated subset of one donor. Red lines indicate medians and interquartile ranges.
* indicates significantly different CD38 expression in SLE patients vs. controls revealed by Mann–Whitney testing (* p < 0.05;
*** p < 0.001; **** p < 0.0001).
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CD38 expression by T cell clusters was found to be strongly dysregulated in SLE
(Figure 3C). In line with increased CD38 expression in B cell and innate immune cell
subsets, significantly increased CD38 expression was evident in CD4+ and CD8+ memory
T cells. The largest differences were found in CD8+ central memory and effector memory
subsets (3.4-fold, 3.1-fold, and 4.9-fold SI, respectively). CD4+ effector memory T cells
also showed increased CD38 expression in SLE patients compared to controls (2.4-fold
SI). Regulatory T cells showed a tendency towards higher CD38 levels in SLE, which did,
however, not yet reach statistical significance. In contrast, naïve CD4+ and CD8+ T cells
showed reduced CD38 expression in SLE compared to HC (both 1.4-fold, p = 0.04 and
p = 0.02, respectively).

In accordance with previous works, we observed that CD38 expression was inhomo-
geneous in clusters of naive and memory T cells (Supplementary Figure S4C), and we
determined frequencies of CD38−/low, CD38int, and CD38hi cells among the different clus-
ters in SLE patients and HC to account for this heterogeneity. Except for naïve CD4+ T cells
and Tregs comprising comparably high average frequencies of CD38int and CD38hi cells of
30% and 13%, and 13% and 16%, respectively, all T cell clusters comprised an average of
80% or more CD38−/low cells, indicating that CD38 is selectively expressed by relatively
few T cells in peripheral blood. In SLE, we detected significantly increased frequencies
of CD38int and CD38hi cells subsets in CD4+ and CD8+ effector memory subsets, CD8+

central memory, Tregs, and CD4−CD8− T cells (Supplementary Figure S4). Thus, CD38 was
variably expressed by T cells in the peripheral blood, and CD38 expression allowed for the
separation of CD38int and CD38hi expressing T cell subsets. Except for naïve CD4+ T cells,
CD38 expression marked minor fractions of the different T cell subsets. CD38 expression,
the presence of CD38-expressing T cells in the blood, or both, were dysregulated in SLE in
naive and memory T helper and cytotoxic T cells, with most striking differences in CD8+

memory T cells.
We noted that some SLE patients, but not HC, showed distinctly high expression

of CD38 in memory T cell subsets, indicating that beyond the detection of significantly
increased CD38 expression in various memory T cell and other subsets in the entire SLE
group, CD38 expression by T cells may strongly vary from patient to patient.

In summary, mass cytometric profiling indicated increased CD38 expression levels
in almost all major peripheral blood immune cell lineages in SLE on a global level, which
were attributable to increased expression levels on individual, mostly activated immune
cell subtypes when analyzed on the single-cell level.

2.5. CD38 Expression Is Increased on Monocyte, NK Cell, and B Cell Subsets in an Independent
SLE Cohort Flow Cytometry Cohort

To extend the mass cytometry results, we analyzed the CD38 expression of key leuko-
cyte subsets in a second cohort of 36 SLE patients by multicolor flow cytometry and
compared the data to that of 19 HC (Table 1). We analyzed six subsets of CD19+ B cells,
in particular CD24−CD38++ PB/PC, CD24++CD38++ transitional B cells, and B cells that
were neither PB/PC nor transitional B cells, which were further divided according to their
expression of IgD and CD27 (Figure 4A). As previously described [24–26], SLE patients
showed elevated frequencies of IgD−CD27−double-negative B cells, transitional B cells,
and PB/PC, but decreased frequencies of IgD+CD27− naive and IgD+CD27+ unswitched
memory B cells. Naive B cells in HC showed intermediate expression of CD38, while most
memory and IgD−CD27− B cells displayed low if any expression of CD38. Similar to the
cohort analyzed by mass cytometry, marginal zone-like IgD+CD27+ B cells had signifi-
cantly higher expression levels of CD38 compared to HC (2.8-fold increase), and CD38
expression on IgD−CD27+ class-switched memory B cells was increased in SLE (1.5-fold
increase, Figure 4B). While not reaching statistical significance, the relative difference in
mean expression of CD38 was comparable and confirmatory to the mass cytometry results.
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Figure 4. Flow cytometric analysis of CD38 expression in B cells, monocytes, and NK cells (A) Gating of CD19+ B cells
in a HC, with separation of plasmablasts (CD24−CD38++) and transitional B cells (CD24++CD38++). B cells that were
neither plasmablasts nor transitional B cells were divided into naive (IgD+CD27−), unswitched memory (IgD+CD27+),
switched memory (IgD−CD27+), and double-negative B cells (IgD−CD27−). Relative frequencies of B cell subsets in 36
SLE patients and 19 HC are shown. (B) Comparison of CD38 expression on all B cells and on the previously defined B cell
subsets in SLE and HC. (C) Gating and relative frequencies of classical (CD14++CD16−), intermediate (CD14++CD16+), and
non-classical (CD14+CD16++) monocytes. (D) CD38 expression on monocyte subsets in a representative HC and comparison
of CD38 expression on monocyte subsets between HC and SLE patients (E). Representative gating of CD56+CD3− NK cell
subsets into four subsets in one HC and one SLE patient. (F,G) Comparison of CD38 expression on all NK cells and on
the previously defined NK cell subsets. Mann–Whitney test of 19 HCs and 36 SLE patients. ns, not significant, p >= 0.05;
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001; **** p < 0.0001; MFI: median fluorescence intensity.
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Next, we analyzed monocyte subsets in more detail. In particular, classical (CD14+CD16−),
intermediate (CD14+CD16dim), and non-classical (CD14dimCD16+) monocytes were in-
vestigated (Figure 4C). SLE patients showed higher relative frequencies of intermediate
monocytes and lower frequencies of classical monocytes compared to HC. We found that
monocytes express intermediate levels of CD38, and that the expression of CD38 was
highest on classical monocytes and lower on intermediate and non-classical monocytes
(Figure 4D). There was no significant difference in the CD38 expression of total monocytes
when comparing SLE patients and HC; however, significantly increased CD38 expression
was evident on intermediate monocytes in SLE (1.5-fold increase).

While most circulating NK cells expressed a CD56+CD16high phenotype in SLE pa-
tients, we found increases in the fractions of CD56lowCD16−, CD56highCD16−, and espe-
cially of the CD56+CD16dim NK cells, a phenotype that has been observed in NK cells after
engagement with target cells [27] (Figure 4E). CD38 expression was uniformly high on NK
cells of both patients and HC; however, SLE patients had a larger variation in median CD38
expression (Figure 4F). While three out of four NK cell subsets showed a trend towards
higher CD38 expression in SLE patients, only the CD56+CD16dim subset had significantly
increased CD38 levels (2.2-fold increase, Figure 4G).

Given the significant difference in age and sex distribution between HC and SLE
patients in these cohorts (Table 1), we analyzed the correlation between age and the CD38
expression levels on immune cell subsets, in which we observed significant differences
in CD38 expression. No significant correlation (Spearman correlation, p > 0.05, |r| < 0.4)
was found in this limited sample size, neither for HC nor for SLE patients. Similarly,
CD38 expression levels did not significantly differ between male and female donors. In
summary, these results expand the mass cytometry results with consistent increases in CD38
expression on subsets of B cells and NK cells in an independent cohort of SLE patients.

2.6. CD38 Expression Correlates between Individual Immune Cell Subsets

To assess the potential correlation of CD38 expression in different immune cell subsets
from the mass cytometry dataset, we performed Spearman correlation of mean signal
intensity (SI) values across the cell types and subsets identified, separately for controls and
SLE patients (Figure 5). We found that CD38 expression levels were either positively or not
correlated with each other across the different immune cell types. Inverse correlations were
rarely observed and did not reach statistical significance. In HC, we observed 45 positive
correlations with p < 0.001 (Figure 5A), while we found 56 in SLE (Figure 5B).

In controls, CD38 expression levels on myeloid lineages, except for eosinophils, were
widely correlated (Figure 5A). Furthermore, CD38 expression levels on naïve CD4+ and
CD8+ T cells, as well as CD4−CD8− DN T cells, correlated with those on innate immune
cells in many instances, especially with subsets that robustly express CD38, that is, ba-
sophils, monocytes, and pDC. Additionally, we observed correlations between CD38 levels
of plasmablasts and other B cell subsets, as well as CD4+ and some CD8+ T cell subsets.
On the background of overall positively correlated CD38 expression, marginal zone-like B
cells were a notable exception, inasmuch as r values were consistently smaller compared
to the overall r values observed in this analysis. In SLE patients, we observed a profound
reconfiguration in the correlation landscape of CD38 expression (Figure 5B). Different from
controls, CD38 expression by pDC did not significantly correlate with CD38 levels ex-
pressed by other immune cell subsets, while eosinophil CD38 expression was significantly
correlated with CD38 levels of other myeloid cell lineages. Furthermore, NK cell CD38
levels showed multiple positive correlations with all innate cell subsets except DC and
with memory T cell subsets. PB/PC CD38 levels were associated with those of neutrophils,
basophils, monocytes, and naïve CD4+ T cells, again, only in patients with SLE.
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antibody levels, SIGLEC-1 expression on monocytes, and the percentage of plasmablasts among CD19+ B cells with the
CD38 expression on CD16low NK cells, CD14++CD16+ monocytes, and IgD+CD27+ B cells, based on the flow cytometric
analysis of 36 SLE patients.
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Taken together, this analysis suggests that CD38 expression by peripheral blood
immune cells is remarkably coordinated, especially across innate cell types and T cells, but
also with notable examples spanning different hematopoietic lineages. SLE patients exhibit
a reconfigured correlation landscape of CD38 expression, suggesting that CD38 expression,
or the abundance of CD38+ cells in different lineages is at least in part regulated by the
same or interrelated factors.

Finally, to assess whether SLE patients and HC could be distinguished by their CD38
expression profile, we performed dimension reduction using multidimensional scaling
(mds) based on mean CD38 expression of all 40 donors analyzed by mass cytometry across
all immune cell types and subsets (Supplementary Figure S5B). SLE patients and controls
were indeed distinguishable by their immune cell CD38 expression profiles, with SLE
patients and HC occupying mostly distinct areas of the mds plot. SLE patients showed a
more diverse pattern of CD38 expression levels than controls, with some patients grouping
closer to HC, while others were clearly separated. Notably, SLE outliers (exceeding the
value of 5 in mds_1) are the same that showed extraordinarily high CD38 expression in
memory T cell subsets, indicating that T cell CD38 expression is a major determinant of
patient heterogeneity related to CD38 expression.

In summary, intraindividual correlation of CD38 expression levels by different leuko-
cyte subsets was common in HC, with clusters of the statistically robust correlations
between subsets of shared lineages. While there was still a high degree of correlation be-
tween the CD38 expression in different immune cell subsets in SLE, some correlations were
selectively found in SLE patients, such as among T cell subsets, while on some cell types,
such as pDCs, CD38 expression was less often significantly correlated with other subsets.

2.7. CD38 Expression Levels on Immune Cell Subsets Does Not Correlate with Severity or Clinical
Manifestations of SLE

Consistently, and although CD38 has been described as an activation marker on
immune cells [28], the increased levels of CD38 on the different subsets in SLE did not
correlate with clinical activity as measured by the Systemic Lupus Erythematosus Disease
Activity Index 2000 (SLEDAI-2K) (Figure 5C). Likewise, we did not observe correlations
of CD38 expression patterns with serum levels of anti-double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)
antibodies or complement consumption. In addition, we did not find significant correla-
tions of CD38 expression levels with the presence of specific organ manifestations such
as nephritis, mucocutaneous, musculoskeletal symptoms, or use of immunosuppressive
treatments. Given the potential role of IFN-I in upregulating CD38 [29], we further ana-
lyzed the expression of monocytic CD169 (SIGLEC-1), an established surrogate marker
for IFN-I activity [20], in the context of the CD38 expression profiles. While SIGLEC-1
expression in monocytes from SLE patients was significantly increased in both SLE cohorts,
and SIGLEC-1+ monocytes robustly expressed CD38 (Supplementary Figure S2B), there
was no correlation with average CD38 expression on total monocytes or intermediate
monocytes across the patients, indicating that a stimulus independent from IFN-I may
have induced the increased CD38 expression in SLE intermediate monocytes. However, the
CD38 expression on marginal zone-like B cells mildly correlated with SIGLEC-1 expression
on monocytes (r = 0.415, p = 0.013). Taken together, although the CD38 expression levels in
SLE were increased on different cell types, CD38 expression did not correlate with clinical
severity, serologic activity, or individual disease manifestations.

3. Discussion

Motivated by the potential therapeutic use of CD38-targeting antibodies for the treat-
ment of SLE, this study dissected the expression profiles of CD38 in peripheral blood
immune cells and described dysregulated CD38 expression in SLE patients compared
to healthy controls. In accordance with previous reports [9,10,12], we found that CD38
was variably expressed on all immune cell types, with cell-type specific expression levels
peaking in PB/PC. CD38 showed inhomogeneous expression profiles in innate and even
more so in adaptive immune cell subsets, ranging from lack of expression to very high
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levels. This heterogeneity was detectable at levels of low- and high-resolution analyses
of different cells types, indicating that the capacity to express CD38 is not restricted to
certain immune cell lineages. Initial studies already indicated increased CD38 expression
levels on peripheral blood leukocyte cells isolated from SLE patients [9–12,15]. Our data
confirm and extend these findings. In particular, we found CD38 expression levels in SLE
significantly increased on circulating plasmacytoid dendritic cells, CD14++CD16+ interme-
diate monocytes, CD56+ CD16dim natural killer (NK) cells, marginal zone-like IgD+CD27+

B cells, and subsets of central and effector memory CD4+ and especially CD8+ T cells.
However, although the CD38 expression on different immune cell subsets showed high
intraindividual correlations and leukocyte CD38 expression allowed to segregate most SLE
patients from HC, we did not identify significant correlations between CD38 expression
levels and disease severity or clinical manifestations, suggesting that increased CD38 ex-
pression by immune cells is a static feature of SLE, mechanistically or timely unrelated to
acute inflammation and clinical flares. However, CD38 expression profiles, as generated
in the present study, integrate potentially superimposed regulation of CD38 expression
by individual cells and the emergence and homeostasis of cell subsets expressing differ-
ent levels of CD38 in the blood. Both potential SLE- or inflammation-related induction
of CD38 expression [13,15] and overabundance of constitutively CD38-expressing cells
such as PB/PC, being established biomarkers for disease activity in SLE [24], have been
described in active SLE and cannot be reliably distinguished from each other. Irrespec-
tive of what may cause dysregulation of CD38 in immune cells in SLE, the magnitude of
CD38 expression across the different cell types may not be a suitable biomarker candidate
of the SLE disease activity and phenotype. Instead, the ability to identify patients with
increased CD38 expression or abundance of CD38-expressing cells might be relevant in
the context of emerging CD38-directed treatments with approved or preclinical candidate
compounds, including CD38 CAR T cells, daratumumab, isatuximab, GBR 1342, TAK169,
and TAK079. In that regard, our previous report of two SLE patients who underwent
anti-CD38 targeted treatment with the monoclonal antibody daratumumab provided the
first insight into consequences of CD38-targeting antibodies on the immune system outside
malignant conditions [11]. We observed overall stable counts of the major blood leukocyte
subsets, except for NK cells and pDC, both robustly expressing CD38, which transiently
decreased in circulation after anti-CD38 treatment. However, more intricate effects of
daratumumab treatment may occur, such as interference with B cell and T cell maturation
in the bone marrow and thymus, where CD38 is expressed in pro-B cells, pre-B cells, and
transitional B cells, as well as CD4+CD8+ double positive thymocytes [30–33] in addition to
memory plasma cells. In peripheral blood, high expression of CD38 has been suggested as
a marker of immunosuppressive, so-called regulatory B cells [34], while pro-inflammatory
GM-CSF-producing B cells express low levels of CD38 [35]. CD38 on T cells has been
reported to be expressed both on activated, proinflammatory T cells [36] as well as on
regulatory T cells [37].

The increased expression of CD38 on SLE marginal zone-like B cells and also CD27+IgD−

switched memory B cells was previously unrecognized. This may result from expansions
of CD20-expressing plasmablast precursors that already express high levels of CD38 [38].
In fact, a small population of human blood CD20+CD27+CD43+IgD+/− B cells, which
includes such PB precursors as well as a unique population exercising function akin to
murine B1 cells [38,39], was found to be increased in SLE [40], and may contribute to the
increase of median CD38 expression in CD27+ B cells in SLE.

Taken together, our data indicate CD38-targeting treatments are expected to have
a wide cellular range of action beyond the targeting of PB/PC, preferentially acting on
cells expressing high to very high levels of CD38, and exerting immunomodulation by
distinct mechanisms, i.e., by depletion of certain cell types, and non-depleting binding to
cell-surface CD38 on others. Vice versa, effects of anti-CD38 monoclonal antibodies on
CD38−/low cells cannot be excluded, since they might be secondary to the modulation
or depletion of primary target cells. Overall, the effects of CD38-targeted therapies on
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the immune system will require further investigations, as the effect on the equilibrium of
pro- and anti-inflammatory cells is not obvious. Future studies also need to incorporate
the distribution of CD38 on immune cells in inflamed tissues, such as skin and kidney in
SLE patients.

The individual cell subsets with increased CD38 expression deserve follow up studies
to fully explore the expression profile of CD38 across cell subsets, activation, and dif-
ferentiation states. In particular, it needs to be investigated whether the group of SLE
patients characterized by high CD38 immune cell levels (i) maintain this phenotype over
the course of disease or (ii) have a different prognosis or long-term outcome compared
to those without dysregulated CD38 expression, and (iii) whether this is associated with
a certain genetic background. The mechanism of action of CD38-directed therapies on
the different cell types beyond depletion requires exploration, including the modulation
of its enzymatic activity. As CD38 is a proposed treatment target for SLE, identification
of patients with profound increases in CD38 expression pre-treatment could serve as a
predictor for treatment responsiveness and thus advance personalized treatments in SLE.

It would be interesting to determine the factors controlling the differential CD38
expression on immune cells and the subset-specific increase of CD38 expression in SLE.
Previous reports indicated that a large range of activatory stimuli may modulate the
expression of CD38 on different immune cell subsets. Particularly, type I interferons,
hallmark cytokines of SLE pathogenesis, were previously shown to induce CD38 [29].
Other known inducers of CD38 expression include interferon gamma [41], tumor necrosis
factor (TNF) [42], and LPS [13]. Nevertheless, we found that CD38 expression on different
CD38 subsets only poorly correlated with levels of the established interferon surrogate
parameter SIGLEC-1 [3], indicating that additional stimuli likely modulate the expression
of CD38 in SLE. On pDC, CD38 is inducible by TLR agonists, such as influenza virus,
and, when treated with anti-CD38 in vitro, the capacity of pDC to produce TNFa and
IFNa is largely abrogated [43]. Other cells, such as antibody-secreting cells (plasmablasts
and plasma cells), constitutively express high levels of CD38. The fact that CD38 levels
on separate immune cell subsets showed moderate correlations in general but multiple
subgroups of high intraindividual correlation, indicates that a combination of different
stimuli as well as differential receptor expression may be responsible for the up-regulation
of CD38 on certain cell types.

A potential caveat for the interpretation of CD38 expression levels obtained from
cytometric assays is the reported presence of anti-CD38 autoantibodies in SLE patients
that could potentially downregulate CD38 or inhibit the binding of detection antibodies.
Interestingly, a previous study found that endogenous anti-CD38 antibodies negatively
correlated with disease activity, which could indicate that endogenous anti-CD38 activity
confers a protective effect in SLE [10]. Previous research on the role of NK cells in the
pathogenesis of SLE focused on the relative hyporeactivity and impaired cytotoxicity in
NK cells [44] and reported the relative increase in CD56bright NK cells [45], which we
reproduced in this report. Additionally, we report an increase in the frequency of CD16dim

NK cells in SLE, a phenotype that has been linked to a post-activation state of NK cell [27].
The potential role of these cells in the SLE pathogenesis, as well as their value for diagnosis
and prognosis, are important aspects for future studies.

In conclusion, we identified a widespread dysregulation of CD38 expression in SLE
that was found over a variety of leukocyte subsets in the peripheral blood. CD38 expression
highly correlated over different leukocyte subsets within individual patients, but was
heterogenous within the population of SLE patients. Future studies will be needed to
identify the mechanisms that influence CD38 expression in SLE as well as the pathogenic
role of cells with increased CD38 expression, especially in light of anti-CD38 monoclonal
antibodies being an emerging plasma cell-targeting therapy in SLE.
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4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Patient and Control Blood Samples

Initially, we recruited 20 SLE patients from the Charité–Universitätsmedizin Berlin,
Department of Rheumatology and Clinical Immunology. These patients were analyzed
using mass cytometry, compared to 20 age- and gender-matched healthy controls. In an
additional cohort, 36 SLE patients and 19 healthy controls were included for the flow
cytometric analysis. A subset of 10 patients was included in both cohorts. Patient charac-
teristics are summarized in Table 1. SLE patients were diagnosed according to the 2019
EULAR/ACR classification criteria for SLE [46]. Clinical manifestations, the SLEDAI-
2K [47], and immunosuppressive medication were recorded by the treating physician.
Established markers of immunological activity such as complement factor levels, autoanti-
body titers, and SIGLEC-1 expression on monocytes [20] were routinely analyzed by the
local laboratory (Labor Berlin).

4.2. Cryopreservation of Whole Blood Samples

Heparinized whole blood samples were cryopreserved using Proteomic Stabilizer
(Smart Tube Inc., San Carlos, CA, USA) as indicated by the manufacturer within 30 min
after phlebotomy and stored at −80 ◦C. On the day of processing, samples were thawed
in a stirred water bath at 10 ◦C and incubated with 5 mL of thaw-lyse buffer (Smart Tube
Inc.) for 10 min at room temperature in 15 mL centrifuge tubes. Cells were centrifuged at
700× g for 5 min and the erythrocyte lysis step was repeated with 25 mL of thaw-lyse buffer
for 5 min at room temperature in 50 mL centrifuge tubes. Peripheral blood leukocytes
were washed twice with cell staining medium (1 × PBS made from 10 × PBS ((Rockland
Immunochemicals, Gilbertsville, PA, USA) using MilliQ water, supplemented with 0.5%
(w/v) BSA (PANBiotech, Aidenbach, Germany) and 0.02% sodium azide (Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO, USA)). Cell counts were determined volumetrically using a MACSQuant
Analyzer 10 (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch-Gladbach, Germany). Prior to further processing
in 5 mL polystyrene tubes (Corning, Corning, NY, USA), cell counts were adjusted to
1.6 × 106 cells per sample.

4.3. Mass Cytometry

Samples were barcoded for 20 min using a five-choose-two scheme at room tempera-
ture using isothiocyano-benzyl-EDTA (ITCB-EDTA) containing isotopically enriched Palla-
dium ions with atomic masses of 102, 104, 106, 108, and 110 Da [48]. Each run contained
five patient and five control samples. A reference sample, labelled with mDOTA-Rh103,
was included in each run to monitor assay performance. Assignment of patient and control
samples to individual barcodes and runs is included in Supplementary Table S1B,C. After
barcoding, samples were washed twice with 3 mL cell staining medium and then pooled.
Fc receptor blocking was performed for 10 min at room temperature using 0.2 mg/mL
Beriglobin (CSL Behring, King of Prussia, PA, USA), followed by a washing step with
2 mL cell staining medium. Cells were then incubated for 15 min in heparin–sodium
(Ratiopharm, Ulm, Germany) at a final concentration of 100 U/mL in cell staining medium
(heparin-CSM) at room temperature, as described before [49]. Cell-surface staining was per-
formed for 30 min at room temperature in the presence of heparin and stopped by addition
of 2 mL cell staining medium. Antibodies are listed in Supplementary Table S1A. Cells were
pelleted, and washed once more with 2 mL PBS before fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde
solution (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA, USA) for 10 min at room tempera-
ture. After fixation, cells were centrifuged and gently resuspended in 1.6 mL −20 ◦C cold
methanol (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany). Samples were stored at −80 ◦C overnight.
The following day, cells were washed twice with 4 mL cell staining medium, followed by
another 15 min- blocking step with heparin-CSM at room temperature. Antibodies directed
against intracellular antigens (Supplementary Table S1A) were added directly to the cell
suspension and incubated for 60 min at room temperature. Cells were then washed once
with 2 mL cell staining medium and PBS before fixing the cells with 2% paraformaldehyde
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for 10 min at room temperature. Next, the samples were incubated at room temperature for
25 min in 2 mL PBS supplemented with 1:500 (v/v) 0.125 mM iridium-based DNA intercala-
tor (Fluidigm, South San Francisco, CA, USA). Cells were then washed twice with 2 mL cell
staining medium and twice with 2 mL deionized water, before filtering samples through a
30 µm cell strainer (Corning, Corning, NY, USA). Finally, the sample was resuspended at
7.5 × 105 cells/mL, and 10% (v/v) EQ Four Element Calibration Beads (Fluidigm, South
San Francisco, CA, USA) were added to the sample before acquisition. Cells were acquired
on a mass cytometer (Helios, Fluidigm, South San Francisco, CA, USA) at a rate of 250
to 350 events per second. Raw mass cytometry data were converted to Flow Cytometry
Standard 3.0 files during acquisition. Data files were normalized using the Helios software
version 6.7.1014 based on EQ Four Element Calibration Beads passport P13H2302.

Prior to analysis, all cytometric channels except time, event length, and the Gaussian
parameters were arcsinh transformed with a scale argument of 5. Intact, nucleated cells
events were identified by exclusion of beads according to their 140Ce signal, and by gating
on events stained by iridium intercalator and CD45 antibody. Cells with an event length
of >30 were excluded to minimize doublets. Cell samples were debarcoded by Boolean
gating [50,51]. Compensation of signal spillover was performed as described [52,53].
On average, 190.921 cells were included from each donor (range, 131.628–200.000 cells),
yielding 7.64 × 106 total cells, which were used for downstream analyses.

4.4. PBMC Isolation

For flow cytometry, peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated and
stained as previously described [54]. In short, 35 mL of a 1:1 (v/v) mix of heparinized blood
and phosphate-buffered saline supplemented with 0.2% bovine serum albumin (PBS/BSA)
were layered onto 15 mL of Ficoll-Paque PLUS (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, USA) in 50 mL
centrifuge tubes. After centrifugation (20 min at room temperature), PBMCs were isolated
and washed twice in cold PBS/BSA, and were kept on ice for further use.

4.5. Flow Cytometry

Approximately 0.5 × 106 cells were stained in 100 µL PBS for 15 min with the anti-
bodies indicated in Supplementary Table S2 as well as the Fixable Viability Dye eFluor™
780 (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA, USA) to stain dead cells. The samples were acquired
on a FACSCanto flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). All cytometry
experiments were performed according to published guidelines [55]. In order to ensure
comparability of fluorescence intensities across measurements, daily bead calibration was
performed and samples from patients and controls were preferentially measured on the
same day. Cytometry data were analyzed using FlowJo v10.6.2 (FlowJo, LLC, Ashland, OR,
USA) for Mac.

4.6. Data Analysis

Statistical analyses and visualizations were created using Prism v9.0.0 (GraphPad,
San Diego, CA, USA). For comparisons of CD38 expression between healthy controls and
SLE patients, the Mann–Whitney test was used. Correlation analysis of CD38 expression
between different cell types or subsets was performed using Spearman correlation. Multi-
dimensional scaling (mds) was performed using base R [56], as well as the tidyverse [57]
and ggplot2 [58] packages. Dimension reduction by t-SNE was performed using the opt-
SNE [19] implementation in OMIQ.ai (Santa Clara, CA, USA) with the default settings.
The markers used for opt-SNE calculations are indicated in Supplementary Table S1A. On
average, 99% of all events were assigned to one of the major leukocyte lineages shown
in Figure 1A, according to their expression of lineage-defining markers (Supplementary
Figure S1). The remaining events (not annotated in Figure 1A) were excluded from fur-
ther analysis. On average, 4939 B cells (range 270–13.608, in total 1.97 × 105 cells) and
37.709 T cells per donor (1.147–58.041, in total 1.50 × 106 cells) were used for analyses
shown in Figures 2 and 3. FlowSOM clustering [59,60] was performed in omiq.ai using the
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markers listed in Supplementary Table S1, using a 10 × 10 grid, Euclidean distance, and
consensus metaclustering. The final number of metaclusters was set to 10 for B and 15 for
T cell analyses.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/1422-0
067/22/5/2424/s1: Supplementary Figure S1: T-SNE map of mass cytometry data from Figure
1A, colored by the expression of lineage-defining cell-surface markers which were used to annotate
the major immune cell subsets., Supplementary Figure S2: Analysis of coexpression of CD38 and
myeloid markers in innate immune cells and CD38 expression peripheral blood monocytes in the
context of SIGLEC-1 expression. Supplementary Figure S3: Analysis of B cell subsets and PB/PC
for their CD38 expression in patients with SLE. Supplementary Figure S4: Analysis of T cell subsets
for their CD38 expression in patients with SLE. Supplementary Figure S5: Differential correlation of
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